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Doubleday Books, 2018. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A stunning debut. Utterly brilliant. --Philipp Meyer,
author of The Son and American Rust A vivid, brutal, razor-sharp debut about a woman who carves out her share of the American Dream by living
as a man 1946: At the apogee of the American Century, the confidence inspired by victory in World War II has spawned a culture of su ocating
conformity in thrall to the cult of masculine privilege. In the hardscrabble industrial city of Trenton, New Jersey, a woman made strong by wartime
factory work kills her army veteran husband in a domestic brawl, disposes of his body, and assumes his identity. As Abe Kunstler, he secures a job in
a wire rope factory, buys a car, and successfully woos Inez, an alcoholic dime dancer. He makes a home with her, but for Abe, this is not enough: to
complete his transformation, he needs a son. 1971: A very di erent war is under way. The certainties of mid-century triumphalism are a distant,
bitter memory, and Trenton s heyday as a factory town is long past. As the sign on the famous bridge says, Trenton Makes, the World Takes. The
family life Abe has so carefully constructed is crumbling under the intolerable pressures of his long ruse. Desperate to hold on to what he has le ,
Abe searches for solutions in the dying city. Written in brilliantly stylized prose, this gripping narrative is a provocative and incisive exploration of
the nature of identity, and a disturbing portrait of desperation. Tadzio Koelb has cra ed a slim gut shot of a novel that heralds the arrival of a writer
of startling talent and imagination.
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From Kristallnacht to Israel: A Holocaust Survivor s JourneyFrom Kristallnacht to Israel: A Holocaust Survivor s Journey
Dog Ear Publishing, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.In the 1930s, as evil begins to envelope Europe, Karl Rothstein...
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Peppa Pig: Nature Trail - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2Peppa Pig: Nature Trail - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2
Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Peppa Pig: Nature Trail - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2,
Peppa Pig and her family are enjoying a nature walk when they get lost....
Save eBookSave eBook
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That Recoil of NatureThat Recoil of Nature
Charivari Press, Canada, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 202 x 132 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. In 1598 a young
Italian noblewoman named Beatrice Cenci murdered her abusive, rapist father. Her actions found...
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city and people. sociological narrativecity and people. sociological narrative
paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided a er the
shipment.Paperback. Publisher: Dalian University of Technology Press Pub. Date :2010-05-01. incorporated into the collection...
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Under the ninth-grade language - PEP - Online ClassroomUnder the ninth-grade language - PEP - Online Classroom
paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided a er the
shipment.Pages Number: 197 Publisher: Dragon Book Pub. Date :2009-9-1. Contents: Love in the first...
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